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Four percent of .students elect senate·
the first round of elections, del Rio retained approxiGehrlich and Parlow, who received 51 and 4 7 votes
mately 35 percent of the vote. Joseph had 34 percent. respectively, ousted incumbent Carter with 46 votes.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
• Seat 11: Suzanne Loflin and Cynthia Massino. Therefore, Gehrlich and Parlow will compete in the
First round results showed Loflin and Massino run-off.
Results from last week's student senate elec- · within three votes of each other. ·
Bryan McCullar, senate secr~tary, explained
tions-in which only about four percent of the study
winners must receive at least 50 percent of the vote
body voted-filled all but four seats in the 20 Student
as opposed to a simple plurality .
All forty senate seats were in open in the election.
Senate.
No one won a majority of votes in four seat races.
Half of the candidates ran unopposed, although some
So a run-off election will be held to fill the three seats
·had write-in competition.
in the College of Arts & Sciences and one in the
About 600 of UCF's 17,000 students voted last
College of Engineering. Voting will be held today and
week, according to Chief Elections Commissioner
tomorrow. Only students in these colleges are eligible
Dan Montplaisir
·
Roy Reid,
"You never get as many people out [to vote] as you
to participate.
In the College of Arts and Sciences seats one,
student body president want," student body president Roy Reid said. He
seven, and eleven will have run-off elections.
added that foul weather probably contributed to the
• Seat one: John Porter and Rosette Smith. In the
poor turnout.
In the College of Engineering, seat three is yet to
first ronnd of elections, Po~r obtained about 40
percent of the vote for the seat and Smith received be determined.
• Student senators representing the College of
In last week's three-way battle among candidates Arts and Sciences are: Kimberley P. DeVogel, Jim
about· 30 percent in a three way battle with Trig
Chris Carter, Keith M. Gehrlich and Peter Parlow,
Johnson.
·• Seat seven: Oscar del Rio and Thomas Joseph. In the spread was five votes. ,
SEE ELECTION PAGE 4
by Joyce Herald
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"Vol) never get as many
people out (to vote) as
you want,"

FIU study program ·
offers chance to
see Eu~ope's sights

Astro cites shortages
by Doris Plister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Academic budgeting, undergraduate education, and
research development are the
three top priorities for the
· 1987-'88 school year, accordirig to the university's provost.
Richard Astro, pro.vast and
vice president of academic affairs, said undergraduate education at UCF needs improvements. He said a shortage of
space and staff are a big part of
the problem. -The shortages
force students to postpone ·
taking required general education courses. However, Astra explained that the space
problem would be solved by
,, ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. .,. ~ ·. 1990 because of a special
building fund project. ·
In regards to the staff shortage, the provost also suggested

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

There are exciting ways to earn UCF credits
without having to study on campus.
An International Summer School program,
spo~sored by Florida International University,
allows UCF .s tudents to earn credits while
studying in England. The classes can also be
taken for audit.
The program also offers extramural excursions that cost only a few pounds.
Subjects include topics like architecture,
landscapes, art, politics, and literature.
Grades for each class are based on a 1,500word essay. The essay materials are taken from
handouts, reading assignments and classroom
· lectures given by Cambridge professors. The
SEE STUDY PAGE 3

a single funding for faculty
members.
The provost -spoke to UCF
staff members last Monday at
the annual fall meeting of.faculty. Astro explained the academic appropriations plan for
UCF.
In ~~aling with the academic budget, ~ Astro beli~·ed
the most important aspect was
"how we were funded and for
what."
Astra was pleased to announce that a proposal to expand the cooperative education program was approved by
the U.S. DepartmentofEducation. UCF will be receiving
$550,000 over the next 5.years
to enlarge the program.
Concerning research development, Astro· explained ,that
"UCF is perfectly positioned to
SEE FUNDING PAGE 5

Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students break selfish stereotype, get into service
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

They didn't need the student loans
they borrowed, and then didn't repay
them. Students, critics claimed, were
self-centered and materialistic.
They cared only about themselves,
getting high-paying careers and driving BMWs. They might ~ork passionately for a masters of business administration, but not for improving their
communities.
Such perceptions of American collegians, administrators now say, eroded
public support of higher educa~ion,

helped foster the political climate that
made it okay for politicians to slash
college funding in recent years and, in
fact, embarrassed educators.
Traditionally, colleges have
stressed community service, said
SusanSchwartzofCampusCompact, a
college presidents and chancellors organization dedicated to promoting
volunteerismamongstudents. "Higher
education was a place to incubate citizenship," she said. The materialism of
the 1970's and early '80s, however,
disrupted that "historical link."
To improve higher education's im· age - and to get students ·more invalved in their communities - educa-

tors "had a responsibility to change the
perception of the me generation."
"Universities," said one student who
requested. anonymity, "have a selfinterest in promoting public . service.
It's good public relations."
In 1985, a report issued by the CarnegieFoundationfortheAdvancement
· of Teaching called upon colleges to give
students credit or aid for 'doing good'."
Frank Newman, the president of the
Education Commission of the States
and the author ·of the Carnegie report,
suggested schools create civilian
volunteerism programs based on the
model o(the Reserved Officer Training
Corps (ROTC), which funds college

study in return for military service.
The federal government may lend a
hand. In March, Sen. Claiborne Pell (DRI) introduced a bill to pay students for
community service efforts or a 2-year
stint in the Peace Corps.
Nearly 260 campuses already have
some kind of student volunteer program, and educators ~re taking some of
the credit for the recent swell in student interest in community services.
They will compare notes Oct: 11-13,
when "several thousand" students,
teachers, administrators and activists
will me·e t at Temple University in
SEE VOLUNTEERS PAGE 5
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• October 7th marks
the 19th anniversary of
The Central Florida Future. Turn to a special
section for a look at our
past through the eyes of
the Future.

• The UCF football team
returns home after losing
a hard fought battle at
Georgia Southern. Also,
see a feature on UCF hit
man Steve Webster.
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BiC'.ien's _cheating
common today

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del. may have been
embarrassed by revelations that as a student in
1965 he cheated on a law sch ool paper, but
cheating remains widespread on American
campuses today, various sources say.
Thirty to 50 percent of all college students
say they've clteated during their academiC- careers, researcher William Raffetto found in a
Carnegie Commission report in 1985.
Duke, Indiana, Pennsylvania and Georgia
universities, among others, reported increas_es
in the number of accusations- though not necessarily offenses-from the 1985-86 to the
1986-87 school years.
At Duke, accusations of cheating increase
when individual professors take steps to cur b
academic dishone~ty, · said Dean of Student Life
Sue Wasiolek. Twenty-three students were
charged with cheating durmg the 1986-87 academic year, she said; 14 were charged the previous year and 12 were accused of cheating during
1984:85. .
The increase-is not d.ue to a campus-wide,
organized crackdown, Wasiolek said, but because individual faculty members have become
more aware of the problem.
On Sept. 1 7, Bid~n-a candidate for the
Democratic presidential nomination-admitted that he'd turned in a paper as a first-year
law student at Syracuse University in 1965 that
inCluded 5 pages lifted directly from a published
law review article.
J3iden also misrepresented his academic record during a recent campaign appearance, ac·cording to Newsweek. Biden reportedly said he
~aduated in the top half of his law school class,
but actually finished 7 6th in a class of 85. Bi den
reportedly also said he attended law school on a
full scholarship, but actually received a partial
scholarship based on financial need, the magazine said.
When caught in 1965, Biden convinced the
law school to let him take the course again. ·
"I did something very stupid 23 years ago,"
Biden said in a Washington, D.C., press conference.
But Biden might not have been allowed to
retake the course ifhe was a student today.
Wasiolek said an ethics review board may
show mercy to an undergraduate for Biden's
offense, but, for law school students, "ignorance
is not an acceptable defense. Law students are
expected to know how to footnote a research
p'aper."
Schools, in fact, are more vigilant in watchSEE CHEATING PAGE 6
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REST AFTER RACE

A biathlete eats free bbq chicken and listens to music from Y160 after Saturday's biathlon.

Faculty. salary levels decline against inflation
Stoff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Despite 5 straight years of salary
hikes, college teachers are a little
poorer than their colleagues of 10
years ago, the Center for Education
Statistics said last week.
The center-the data-gathering
arm of the U.S. Department of Education-said inflation has eaten up

STUDY
FROM PAGE 1

1,500-word essay is graded by an accompanying faculty member who
meets with the student once a week
to discuss essay progress. ·
Terry A. Lytle, a UCF student
who has participated in the summer
program, described her stay at Cambridge University as "Disney World
for grown-ups."
She said: "I was accc;>mpanied by
four other UCF students: Julie Arnold, Baiba Bourbeau, Anita Drum-

the salary gains of all college faculty
members nation wide except some of
those teaching at private campuses.
Inflation outran faculty salaries
during the 1977-1981 school years by
such a wide margin that college
teachers' buying power in 1986 was
three to six percent lower than it was
in 1976-77.
The center's report also shows
that colleges continue to pay faculty
: men considerably more than women,

giving male full professors $4,600
m.ore than women in 1976-77 and
$4,500 more in 1985-86.
The center also found the gap
between faculty salaries for public
and private universities continued
to widen.

mond and Susan Taylor, and one
faculty member from the Political
Science Department, Dr. Stuart
Lilie."
Lytle recommends to students
who enter the program to take
courses for audit, not credit.
"With so many activities going on,
it is hard to take time out to read and
write," she said.
Lytle's group was assigned to
Cambridge's Selwyn College.
Lytle described Selwyn as, "a
beautiful, red brick college, covered
with ivy and surrounded by gardens
of wonderful flowers.

She said the living arrangements were comfortable. Each student had a · private room with a
sitting room with desk and fireplace and a bedroom with dresser,
bed and sink. Each floor shared
toilet and shower facilities.
,The total P,ackage-which ineludes UCF tuition, air fare, Cambridge · tuition and related fees,
room, meals, classes and lecturesfor one month costs about $2,000.
Trips are extra.
Information for the 1988 Cambridge Summer School will be
available this spring.

While public campuses paid 4.9
percent less than private campuses
did in 1976-77, the difference had
grown to 9.1percentin1986-87.
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• SMOKING CLllNIC
The American Cancer Society will sponsor a free Quit
Smoking Clinic Oct.14, 21, 28
andNov.4from 7p.'m. to8p.m.
in the board room ofthe American Cancer Society, 1 703 W.
Colonial Drive.
For more infotrnation, call
843-8680.
•HEALTH ASSESSMENT
How healthy are you? Find
out by taking part in a Monitor
24+ Health Assessment Oct.
18 at Florida Hospital,
Orlando.
The assessment includes a
blood chemistry analysis,
health and lifestyle questionnaire, confi~ential health report and group consultation
with a health professional.
The cost is $40. To make an
appointment, call Florida
Hospital's Corporate/Community Health Services at 8971785.

• CHARITY FAIR
All non-profit and community organizations are invited
to participate in the Altamonte
Mall Charity Fair Oct. 24.
Interested organizations
can reserve their space by
picking up an application form
at the Mall Frequent Shopper
Booth located center court~
Deadline for applications is·
Oct.15.

health, and a public forum Oct.
1 7 on personal and family issues of mental health.
Workshops will be lead by
area mental health and social
service professionals from the
Urban League, Center for
Drug Free Living, Florida
Health and · Rehabilitative
Services, Koala Center,
Seagrave House, and the Florida Mental Health Institute.
For information or registration, call 843-1563.

forum . and conclude with
lunch.
The program. is co-sponsored by the Department of
Nursing in the College of
Health. For mo_re information
call 295-8500 or 568-1523.

• NUCLEAR PROTEST
Residents of Florida will
demonstrate at Cape Canaveral on the 25th anniversary of
the Cuban Missile Crisis, as
• MENTAL HEALTH
part of a series of nationwide
The Minority Mental
protests organized at eight key
Health Issues Committee of
U.S. nuclear weapons facilithe Mental Health Association • MEDICAL SEMINAR
ties.
of Central Florida will hold its
The Lupus Foundation of
The protests will call for an
second annual "Mental Health Florida will present its Fourth agreement to eliminate all
and the Black Community" Annual Lupus Medical Semi- nuclear weapons by the end of
forum Oct. 16 and 17 at the nar Oct. 1 7 at UCF. The pres- the century. The Oct. 24 event
Callahan Center, comer of entation is free to the .public. will begin at p.oon- at the en· P~rramore and Washington There is a fee for nurses that trance to Port Canaveral.
Streets, Orlando.
desire CU credits.
The two-track forum will
•FLU SHOTS
provide a professional conferThe program will feature
Flu shots are now available
ence Oct. 16 on cross-cultural four medical presentati.ons at the Student Health Center
issues in community mental and a question and answer at no charge to students and $5

for faculty and staff.
Anyone allergic to eggs or
gentamycin or with a past history of Guillain-Barre Syndrome should not receive the
. vaccine.
• STUTTERERS SUPPORT
Central Florida's Stuttering Support Group will meet
Oct. 12 at 7 p.m. in the North
Conference Room on the first
floor of .Florida Hospital,
Orlando.

The group's goals are to help
stutterers and their families
understand the unique speech
disorder, provide information
about different therapies and
offer emotional support.
All stutterers and their
families are invited to participate in this free program.
For more information, call
Sharom Voorhees at 897 -1927.
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ELECTIONS
FROM PAGE l
Worrall, Bob Truett, David
Martinson, Diana Matty, Scott
Jenkins, Scott F. Bowen and
Luis Rodriguez. Three more
seats will be determined in
this week's run-off.
• College of Business Administration: Jeff Raines,
Mark Harris, Kimberly Ci- NASA was warned that 0-rings could not withstand freezing temperatures.
mock, Matthew , C. Kalicak,
Kim Metink, Kelley Massey,
Christine Toutikian, Roger L.
Dube and Sean Greene.
To get printed information on the role of a free press and how it protects your rights,
• College of Education: Fred
Schmidt, Kristen Luginbuhl, or to discuss any free press issue, call the First Amendment Center at 1-800-542-1600.
Joette Gassione, Diane Kear- ~------------~----.,---------___,
n·ey and Dan Sheppard.
• College of Engineering:
Bryan Martinez, Michael Sutton, Keny Cicora, Keith White,
Jim Robinson and Jon Pohlers,
plus one seat to be determined
in the run-off.
•College ofHealth: Sharon
Sammaro and Sylvia Kelly
• Liberal Studies: Kelly
McBride and Brad Griffith
• Brevard Campus: James
Catalano
• South Orlando Campus:
Ross Brown
... Until the floodwaters of a hurricane rip through
• Daytona Beach Campus:
town, leaving hundreds lwm,eless. ff you cant spare
Chris Hoague
same time to help...you ought to be ashamed.
• Main Campus At-Large:
"Dash" Wehdrzyk
RedCross

Ifthe press didn't tell us, who would?

•
Negr WAl-MARJ • In Algmo Shopping Center
Union Pqrk

HAPPY HOUR 4:00 to 7:00 Every Day
$1.00 Longnecks & 50¢ Draft
TUESDAY
60 oz. Mugs $3.75
WEDNESDAY
$1.00 Imports (Corona - Grolsh ~xcluded)

American+

First Meeting TO-DAY - Tues-

'
All students are invited to
attend. Wewarityoursuggestions and ideas! Be involved~ make a diffrence!

Stud~nt Government •••
Students Serving Students.
.·

•
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•
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•
Down

Across

•

S. r..-1 .qu•lity cupii.:s
9. ~;u :iicr\'in·
12. cnn\'t·nic: ni hours

I . posspon photos

2. fricndli·stalf
3_nyt:rs. hnichurt's. repons
4. much. much mort'.

l~ . hindini:

kinko·s~

creat copies. creat people.
12223 University Blvd.
127 w. Fairbanks
(comer University 4 Alafaya Trell)
At Park Ave.

•

..

658-9518 '

628-5255

COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

Football Is
rL - A• ff
In T1ie
. ir..

•

..

Join the football team in
Tallahassee and show your
full support!
The Office Of Minority St udent Service·s is
sponsoring a bus ride to Tallahassee. The
bus will depart from Orlando on Friday, Nov.
13th and return to Orlando on Sunday afternoon, Nov.15th. Two different packages and
prices are available.
For information contact:

·..

The Office Of Minority Student Services
275-2716 •Dr. Robert Belle.

.How to start
your law career
Defore you start
lawsChool. .
Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course.
After taking Kaplan, thousands of LSAT
students score ove·r 40. That's the top 10%
nationwide! And candidates who score
over 40 on the new LSAT enjoy the best
chance of being accepted to the law school
of their choice and going on to practice
·with top la'N firms or corporations.
So call any of our 120 centers for
information and class starting dates. The
Kaplan LSAT prep course could be the .
one pre-law course that determines tl~e
course of your law career.

c

!KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

•

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Call

678-8400

Classes Starting
October 22nd ·

Brown University students work at the South Bronx Project.

Harry Kisker, the dean of student affairs at
Washington
University in St. Louis, opposes
FROM PAGE l
offering credit and financial aid 'to volunteers
because students then expect to be rewarded for
Philadelphia to discuss the role ofhighereduca- community service.
tion in community service and involvement.
Volunteerism without rewards, he said, inBut although campuses can take some credit stills "the habit of being involved, of taking a
. for changing student attitudes, they also were leadership role, that will carry over to the rest
responsible for the "me generation" attitudes of of their lives."
past years .
Most college officials, however, say such
"We're the problem," admitted Dean Lois thinking is unrealistic. At Temple, which plans
Cronholm ofTemple University. Faced with the to offer a social responsibility cour se next year ,
threat of decreasing enrollments and increas- Cronholm asks, "What more can you expect of
.
ing costs, schools "tried so hard to sell students students?"
Students, she said, are burdened not only
on education by emphasizing the financial
rewar ds a college education can bring. The "me with classes and studies, but may also have to
generation" wouldn't have happened if we work part-time to fund their education. ·
hadn't sold so hard on it."
While colleges should not rewar d students
During the '70s and early '80s, Cronholm automatically for public service,· said Jane added, schools bolstered and emphasized engi- Kendall of the National Society for Internships
neering, computer science and other techno- and Experiential Education, they should ·be
logical departments because, they felt, those evaluated as ifthe job were a classroom activity.
areas would best h"elp students get jobs.
One student at Brown University, for ex"We've had time to look at the results of that ample, tailored his American history studies
concept," she said, "and we realized we haven't around a public service project. The student,
trained students to think. Technocrats adapt who helped build a park and garden in the
poorly to change."
South Bronx, also studied the history and efCronholm, who is coordinating the October fects of poverty in the United States.
Many students eschew community service
conference, reported the efforts seem to work.
Th e number of student volunteers at Brown careers because they fear they'll be burdened
University, for example, jumped from 300 to with large finan cial aid debts when they gradu800 after the school hired a direct or for the ate, observers say.
Rewarding students for community service
· Brown Community Outreach, now the largest
student group on campus. The program's direc- - either with credit or cash - allows middle
tor, Mary Courtney, said promoting public serv- and lower-income students the same opportuice opportunities and centralizing those OJ?por- nities as upper-income students. "If we only had
tunities in one office afe responsible for the upper-income students involved," said Paul
increase.
Lipson, a -Brown alumnus who, as a student,
"If you give students the opp9rtunity, they'll organized the Brown South Bronx ·project, "it
would have been .very boring."
take it," she said.

VOLUNTEERS

1

FUNDING
FROM PAGE l
move toward greatness;" however, funding for research
should not jeopardize funding
toward general education.
Astro also explained that
"the challenge before us is to
ensure that [the money for research development] is trig-

gered to the development of
the university as a whole."
Astro supported the ideas of
a 13-member committee set up
last April. The committee was
organized by President Trevor
Colbourn. to recommend im.:
provements in several areas of
undergraduate education.
The development of a similar permanent committee was
also proposed by Astro. The

committee would evaluate the
recommendations of the 13member group · and desigii
ways of e.xecuting the suggested proposals.
There would also be a subcommittee which would deal
specifically with improving
the quality and atmosphere of
the general education courses.
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CH EATING
·· FROM PAGE 3

.
mg students these days.
.
Indeed, on Aug. 31 the Umversity of Texas's Measurement and Evaluation Center
boasted that it's new practice
of photographing students had
helped decreased cheating on

placement exams.
Texas also okayed, without
endorsing, a. teaching
assistant's practice of searching students' backpacks as
they enter his class to take
·tests
·
Yale suspended 8 students
Sept. 4 for the fall semester for
cheating on a take-home phys:.
ics exam last spring.

U n· i t e di----.iiiillll~----------1
Parcel ·...-.----..
.service
Part-Jime Positions Available

United Parcel Service will .
. be accepting applicati<?ns for
part-thne loaders·and µnlo.ade~s.
·E xcellent Pay - $8.0'0 an hour.
Work shifts ·begin at 4~30 a.m·., 5:30
p~m. _
o r 11 :00 p.m., Monday th~ough
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

PleaSe sign up for an interview in·
.the Career Resource Center,
· ADM su·ite 124.
UPS is an. equal opportunity employer.

On Sale NOW! !!

.Holllecoming
Pep Rally & Party
at

Rosie O' Gr.ady' s
· "Orchid Garden"
Friday, October 23 at 8pm

Tickets available for $3.00 at S .G. Kiosk and
Student Center Main Desk
·
Pep l_l,ally will feature
UCF Marching Band
UCF Fighting Knights Football Team
UCF Cheerleaders

~·

·s
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II.

SIGN UP ATSCMAINDESK&
WILDPIZZA
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. _ October 6th - 9th

FALL. SEMESTER Regular H·ours·

.
Monday & Tuesday: 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
Wedn~sdav - Friday: · 8:30 A.M. -·5:00-P.M.

.

.

* Excluding Books & Consignment Items

----------

Legislators should fix
loophole to avoid
high noon shootout
Thanks to some quick legislative action, coupled
with massive public outcry, Flori4a will fail in its attempt to become a 1980s version of the wild west.
Friday, Rep. Ron Johnson, D:-Panama City, and
Rep. Spud Clements, D-Brandon, announced that
they had met with iobbyists from the National Rifle
Association and the United Sportsm~n of Florida to
eliminate a loophole that allowed people .to openly
carry guns.

c.

The subsequent clean-up bill will go before the
House and Senate this week.
The problem arose when legislators, in setting up
a state-wide procedure for permits to carry concealed
weapons, struck down all existing city and county
gun-control ordinances. They also · inadvertently
eliminated a 94-year-old statute preventing people
from carrying unconcealed weapons in public places;
To carry a weapon, a person must have lived in
Florida for six months, be over 21, and take an
approved two-hour training course designed to teach

~~~~ru~~~~~~~~a~

Basically, a piece of cake. Then Floridians can go
out into "The Gunshine State", knoyr.ingthat not only
can they tum the highways into a shooting situation
like California, but they no longer have to wait for the
major movie industries to invade the state. Ther e
would be no need to reopen the Six Gun Territory
amusement park. They can have their own high-noon
showdowns with their neighbors, either in their own
backy?rd, or in the park. ·
In Florida, the rules are truly different. In the first
day the new law was in effect, people were spotted in
shopping centers and other public buildings wearing
holstered guns.

.

Many businesses responded quickly.
A Sears store in Titv.sville has the sign, "No Weapons Allowed." on its door. ·
And here's the kicker~ Under the new law, police
were prevented from stopping people wearing grin s,
even if they were in public places. They lacked the
legal authority to do anything unless a person was
intending to do harm to another.
That was enough, according to legislators. Feeling
the impact of public sentiment, and bad publicity
nationwide, the politicians created a clean-up.bill,
r estoring the 94-year-old law until lawmakers can
review the law in the spring sessio,n.
The Florida House and Senate both are expected to
pass the bill this week. They need to, so that the
legislative sheriff can ride back into town, under a
badge with power, and restore law and order.
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• CRYING WOLF

be the fault of this same 3.6 percent decrease in expected funds.
Editor:
Folks, either these people are
Sensationalism. Terrorism. pulling our legs, or they are just
That's what the Sept. 22 issue of out of touch with reality. If I had
The Central FlOrida Future held $10 in my pocket, the loss of 36
on its front page. I refer to Trevor cents wouldn't kill me. How about
Colboum's dire warnings of the you?
imminent demise ofthe Univer sity
Kurt Amesbuy
Engineering
should the service tax be repealed.
One.has to wonder how things got
so bad in just a few short months. • TOLL LANES A WASTE
And the answer is clear.
They haven't. Those who have a Editor:
personal stake in getting all of
I have a question. Why is $1.05
your money that they possibly can, million of our money being spent
will show the $4.1 million as a on the addition of two toll lanes on
percentage of state funding - 7 the Conway exits of the East-percent, and claim all forms of West Expressway? According to
calamity.. Actual funding for UCF the "Authority" the purpose.is "in
from all sources, however, is more order to reduce delays on the
like $114 million. The tax declines ramps during peak h ours." Do
to a mere 3.6 percent. Trevor Col- these people ever consider the
boum and Chancellor Charles overall outcome of their actions, or
Reed would have you believe that at least alternatives?
this may spell the end of the uniSince the new toll lanes will
versity (perhaps even civiliza- cause essentially no increase in
tion?) as we know it.
usage of the expressway, and
Of course, anyone with any . therefore no additional revenue,
degree of foresight would have the money will never be replaced.
known not to rely on the service tax It definitely can't be considered an
as a source of income. And one investment financially, and it cermust wonder about ·the compe- tainly isn't a major tourist attractency of an administrator who tion , so what did we get for our
would rely on a tentative income million (plus the years of maintesource already facing more than 40 narice costs)? Two lines to wait in,
legal challenges from a wide vari- and a million dollar debt with no
ety of industries, media castiga- additional income to cover it (antion and rapidly mounting public other reason to increase the toll?!)
enmity. A thoughtful person would
Wouldn't it be better to just
have to think that the tax probably eliminate the toll? After all, how
would not survive, and plan ac- manyquartersisitgoingtotaketo
cordingly.
just pay for the estimated conChancellor Charles Reed. struction?Well, 4,200,000to start,
warns," ... we would have to recom- then how many to cover the intermend to you a large increase in est? Extra maintenance? Contractuition." Wringing hands, he goes tors cost overruns? How long
on to predict almost every conceiv- would it be before those 4.2 million
able disaster from the 3.6 percent cars use the Conway ramp?
By removing the toll the origilos.s in funds, including laying off
faculty, enlarging class size, chop- nal problem of long lines would be
ping research funding, lapsing in eliminated, as would the headnational prestige, abandonment aches from waiting in even longer
by supporters in the business sec- lines during the months (years?) of
tor , devast ated student aid, under- construction. After all this is not
mined educational potential of just a question of money. Rememblacks and Hispanics (did he get her this is an expressway, built for
your vote with that?HChuckle) convenience, and it would seem a
he even claims that the University reasonable goal to remove all hinbuildings cannot be maintained drances.to express travel upon it.
without the tax revenues. And you . If the lack of our quarter s is
know what? If Florida doesn't get going to cause a budget problem,
the supercollider, why, it just may even after saving millions, then

allow toll-free entry and exit
only during the peak hours. This
would effectively eliminate . the
rush-hour lines ·and the need for
such costly construction, while
preserving a large part of the
normal income by collecting toll
during non-peak hours.
Come on, wake up! Quit wasting our money, and our resources.
Think about the big picture for
once, instead of abusing the power
you've been entrusted with.
What's the deal? Starving relatives in the construction business.?
.

...

•1

Brian A Thomas
Corriputer Engineering

• MAKING IT HAPPEN
Editor:
Now that the celebrated "Senate Elections" have come to a near
clc;>se, I must stop to·commend the
Student Body. The common notions ofignorance and apathy took
a shot-in-the-arm this wee~.
Many student!) took the time to
mark their ballots in the rain, and
many of the candidates made
their presence known right until
the bell sounded.
One particular candidate
comes to mind. I must take my hat
off to a young man by the name of
Trig Johnson. Although he did not
come out victorious, he did' much
more. He promoted spirit for this
campus (did you see the 20-foot
banner in the Citrus Bowl?),
showed his creativity (did you
notice the GI Joe sheets?), and
worked hard for. a cause (he
stitched each sheet himself.) I saw
this gentleman hanging banners
at 12:30 am as I wa·s going home
from studying.
Is or isn't Trig the "best man" _,
for the Senate position? The point
is irrelevant; his competitors won
more votes, knocking him out of a
chance to be in the run-off. But, a _:..
salute goes out to all the Trig
Johnsons who give to their university, environment, family, God,
etc., knowing.that they have only
faith and an internal motivation
to make things happen.
J.J. Mandato
Student body vice president
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Everything ~au Wanted To
Know About Florida's New
Relaxed Gun Laws But
Were Too Af~aid To Ask.
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CHAPTER 1. De_
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CHAPTER 2. Handling touchy situations in the registration line .
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CHAPTER 13. Getting Air Supply to
sing more up-beat songs.
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You know, some things are just to good to believe.
Take, for example, the UCF Health Resource Center.
Here you have all of the answers to all of the questions you
could possibly think o~ concerning your health and a better
W?-Y to live. From feeling stress~d out to needing a major
exercise and nutrition makeover, you'll find a way to
improve and feel. better about yourself through wellness.
· What's more, it's FREE TO ALL UCF STUDENTS. Your
health fee has been utilized to provide the best information
and counseling available, so use it!

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
• The Student Wellness Advocate Tealn
would like to express it's appreciation to all
the sponsors, prize donators, spectators and
entrants 9f the 2nd Annual UCF Biathlon
for commg out and taking part in the event.
The race, which took place last Saturday,
October 3rd, was a great success due to the
combined effort·of the campus and community and the dedication of the biathlon staff.
Thanks for making it such an outstanding
day! ·

Stop by orcall 281-5841 to get started on the road to better • S.O.S •.(Stop Our Smoking), a
program designed specifically for
. health today!
the UCF student, holds its meet- _
NEW AT THE HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
ings every Monday at 4 P.M. in the
Nutritional Videos: The R.D.A.Game
Health Resource Center. Free to
Dietary Darts ·
both s.tudents and faculty. _
Fat To Lean

Remember... You Are What You Eat!
..
l

•

,

•
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By Darin Brown·

ATTENTION DEMOCRATS!!
The UCF College Democrats will met tonight. 10/6. at 7:00 p.m. in SC 214.
Call Jenifer at 275-4414 for info.

Baptist Campus Ministries

Delta Gamma
Dee Gee Pledges, don 'tforget your sisters
love youl Hope you're studying hard. It's
almost time for
Personals· so give
your messages to Debbie S. Hey Anchormen. we love youl

·oG

.
Does the Bible address today's Issues? Do
you have questions about Christianity?
Everyone is invited.to BCM's Bible Discussions in the SOL across form the mailboxes·
at 12 noon Wednesdays. ·we care:

Slgmp Phi Epsllon
Football game today. Sig Ep I vs. KS at 5
p.m. Pledge meeting tonight at 9 p.m.
HPB-3591 buyyourS!g Ep PARTY BUS tickets
for Saturday's UCF Football Game Tue-Fri.
in the Cafe!! I

Alpha Tau Omega
ATTENTION ALLSORORmES: • A Night In the
Islands.; Party is on the horizon ! Stay tuned
for details F-ball todqy 4 p .m . ATO vs. IX.
Congrats to all new Student Senators!

Zeta Tau Alpha
Attitude Check! Zetas-our chapter
house dinner was great! Thanks to Linda
M. torworklng so hard in it can you believe
the semester is halt over? Only 80 shopping days till X-masl

Student Personnel Association
Proudly presents James Gracey Director,
Career Resources Center. Where: Room
119 Edu~tion Bldg. When: Thursday.
October 8, 1987 at 4:00 p .m. What: The
Job Search and You.
Come Out. Listen, Ask Questions. Learn
How You Can Get the Job You Want.

Baptist Campus Ministries
Interested in a small group Bible Study?
Come to the SOL at noon and discuss
sortie tough topics with Baptist Campus
Ministry. WEDNESDAYS This week: ·su1CIDE.

Available. beautiful 1 & 2 bedroom apartments at Forest Highlands Apts call 2825657 tor Information.

Wanted: A marketing major for a marketing position. 1 day/week. Call (305) 8763542 Florida Mall

$300.00 Security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 Bedrooms with 2 FU~L BATHS washer/
dryer hook-ups, mini-blinds starting at
$465.00
UCF/Martln Area
Student and Family Sections
Sussex Place

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. a small
package carrier has port-time openings
for package handlers. The position Is for
loading and unloading trucks and moving
packages within the terminal. Work shifts
available: Monday~Frtday: 7:00 p.m. to
11 :00 p.m. or 11 :00 p .m. to 3:00 a.m. or 3:00
p .m . to 7:00 a.m. Salary is $7 /hr. Apply to
R.P.S. 3001 Old Winter Garden Rd. or call
297-3715.

a

281-63~3

Cambridge Circle 2 br units at good discounts and flexible leases. Attwood-Phil·
lips. Realtors 277-0493.
H0USE FOR RENT in Carmel Park Sub. on
Dean Rd. between University Blvd. & S.R.
50; 2 bedroom; 2 bath; fully equipped
kitchen w/garden window; 10' x 24'
Screened Patio; Garage; Mini-Blinds; Auto
Sprinkler; No Pef Desire Married Couple;
$525 plus deposit. 299-0675 (h) 894-1461
(w)

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Cali 699-1636.
Part-time flexible morning clerical position. Good telephone manner. $4/hr up.
based on skills. Real Estate lie would help.
Ask for Caryl at 277-0493. or Iv message+
· phone#
Sandwich maker needed for restaurant in
Oviedo/UCF area part-time with flexible
hours salary up to 450 hr. 365-2435.

Pl Kappa Alpha
Pikes, go see unbeaten Pike I battle LXA.
see bulletin board for time. Thank you
lovely Tri Delfs for a great Bedrock Bash
social. This week's Pikes·Peak is cancelled.
Will resume next week.

Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to
share my 3bdrm 2bath home In Winter
Springs $275. references 695-8775 leave'
message.

CONDO FOR RENT: Large 2br/2bath, Lake
Howell access, pool. tennis courts, fans,
patio. $475 mo. Available early November. Call Lynda 275-2359/658-0853.

Tau Kappa Epsllon
CONGRATULATIONS Kathy McCarthy and
Barry Alttand, our TKE reps for Homecoming. Are you tired of scraping love bugs off
of your car and body? Join
BUGBUSTERS ... tcdaylll
Kappa Delta
Congratulations to our new sisters Kelly +
Joanne. also congratulations to ·Kerri
Bubmood Pike Southern Bell and Pam
Howe Jr. Panhellenlc Secretary
Get ready for Parent/Alumnae Luncheon.

Sigma Alpha Epsllon
It's little sis appreciation week: Hug a Ill sis
today! 4-way social with ATO. ZTA. and
ADP on Friday, Get your credit card appli. cations In nowl

Female rmmt. executive home includes
furn. bedrm. laundry tv, kitchen family
room. $230.00 mth 679-8222.
Female rmmt. for 3 b9droom new house 5
mi from UCF. $200/mo. + l /3 utll. Own
room (furnished) call 273-4781. · Leave
message on machine.
Male bus major seeking responsible m/f to
share 2bdrm/2bath a/c fireplace convenient location. 658-0831.
Roommate wanted to share 2bdr 1bath
home 6 miles from UCF off Gldnrd. Rd own
bedroom. fenced yard washer. dryer.
S175 per mo + l /3 utll. S100 dep. Call Mike
at 657-2562.
Female rmmt 1 mi. from UCF own room
share bath 185/mo. l /2 utilities Paula 6441667.

Black Student Union
Congratulations to our new officers• "New
president is Terrence Bonner VPIS Richard
Sherrod the next general meeting is
scheduled for MondaY October 14th
watch paper for time.

Roommate wanted have own bd room/
bath $150 mo. Non smoker/quite persor:i
wanted call evenings 273-0335.
Roommate wanted
Location: Fox Hunt
Cost: $250.00 Plus 1/2 utilities
Call 275-8153

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention au RN, film. journalism, af'1d
communication majors, gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.
lntervarslly Christian Fellowshlp
Thursday Nights - Small group stUdy on
the subject of Christian character is now In
progress. Everyone is welcome! For more
info, contact Dan at 282-2600.

Female wanted to share 4 bdrm house
with male & female. Private room. use of
house/washer/dryer/microwave, 15 min.
from UCF. $150/mo + 1/3 utll. Cali 3661919. leave msg (checked hourly) or call
10 p.m. to midnight.
M/F roommate wanted. master bdrm,
own bath. washer/dryer, micro. 250 + 1/3
uttl, nice duplex In Sherwood Forest call
Don or Firas 282-8952.

Government Homes from S1.00 ·u Repair·. Also tax delinquent property call
805-644-9533 Ext. 160 for info.
Fiat Spider '82 convertlble-5sp. air,
leather. alloy wheels. new Pirellis, SOK miles
-$5,200 -eves 898-0959
MURRAY. 10 SPEED Excellent condition
lock/waterbott1e incl $80 282-3586.

OVERSEAS JOBs. Summer. yr round Europe, S. Amer .. Australia, Asia . All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing free info.
Write IJC. P.O. Box52-FL4 Corona Del Mar.
CA92625

Hostess wanted1or Florida's Finest executive c:lub. Part time ftexlble hours $15 per
hr. The Boardroom
1231S.R.520, Cocoa. Call Margie for Interview 1-631-0585
Waitress needed for restaurant In Oviedo/
UCF area -Part time-evenings and
weekends Salary + tips please call 3652435.
Office maintenance help wanted
Flexible evening hours.
$4.00 per hour
Call 275-8153 ask for Pete.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-805~87-6CXXl Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list,

Pink Floyd live. Call 767-5521 7p.m.Is it true you can b..Jy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. Government? Get~ facts today! Cail 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689
Renault Alliance 83' 4cyt, 5spd. fwd. a/c.
p/s, p/b, am/fm cass, tinted. 4dr great
cond. $3300 - 249-2449
2-bed 2-bath duplex 1 mile from UCF New
carpet lg, fenced yqrd includes washer
dryer, dishwasher, refrigerator oven,
blinds, vaulted celling seller motivated,
terms and price negotiable $47 .000 S 2739761.
78 Corolla runs great in pretty good condltlon, a/c, am/fm stereo cassette, newtires
call 658-0951-Julie

•

..

Cheap reliable airline tickets call 645-1858
evenings and weekends.
Computer typing service term-papers.
publications, reports. th~ses. transcription-$2.00/typed page
365-7763 close to campus

•
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A Able Typing Is
introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16,700 satisfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.

•

PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Someday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed / Revised /Typed - 657-0079
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing
*student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4
Typlngf'Nordprocessing. Numbers and
tables no problem. Resumes and cover
letter designs welcomed. Pick up service
from UCF. Let's get that work done
quickly. Cail 679-1294.

It's True!
C.D.s, L.P.s and Cass.
2for1
Details 239-6883

•

Word processing/typing. Term papers,
manuscripts ITT( specialty. Graphicc; and
foreign language avail. Double-spaced
page-80¢. Graphics and languagesextra. Rates apply students only. Prefer24hr leqd. Satisfaction guaranteed. 6785510-Leave message.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control information. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

·"'

Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.

Financial aid for college is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ext 0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 Available!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/MC or COD

Found: Woman's eyeglasses in snakesklnllke pouch near Humanities & Fine Arts.
Call 894-7703.

..

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care:
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

Bored guy seeks bored girl (young
woman) to have boring time with. Call
679-6835, ask for Tony.

..

SOLICITATION FOR RESUMES
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The :University Of Central Florida, Division Of Sponsored Research, is soliciting resumes with the following
backgrounds:

• Master's Degree in Computer Science or Instructional Design
• Batchelor's Degree in Cotnputer Science or_Instructional Design and five (5) years experience
These resumes will be used as representational resumes in a proposal to be submitted to the U.S. Marine Corps.
This solicitation is not to be construed as a job offer; however, if a contract is awarded to the Uriiversity under the
above-cited proposal, resumes in the proposal file will be submitted for consideration for employment.
The hourly rate of pay is expected to fall within the $10. 00 - $16. 80 range. 'Working hours, not to exceed 20 hours/
week for students, will be arranged around the student's class schedule. Non-students or part-time students may.be
eligible for full-time employment.
Resumes are to be submitted to Ms. Denise Herron or Ms. Irene Marton, Sponsored Research, Administration
·
Building, Room 243, no later than October 12, 1987.
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· Cross country shows well at UNF event
•
•
•

•

by Tom Davis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With the biggest field of
cross country teams in the
history of the University of
North Florida Invitational,
the UCF men's and women's
teams made an impressive
showing at the Saturday meet.
The Lady Knights sur-·
prised a few teams by finishing
fourth out of 11 teams. The
men placed eighth out of 12
teams.
Head coach Dana Martin,
who also helps coach the football team, was unable to attend the meet since the football team had a ,game with
Georgia Southern. Assistant
coach.Tom Metts took over for
Martin in Jacksonville.
"After two last place finishes this is an incredible performance," said Metts, ·who
was somewhat frustrated with

the men's performance. With
the absence of veteran runner
Matt Palumbo and the ineligibility of Joe Heller, the men
finished low.
"Our score would have been
142 [instead of 193], we would
have finished fifth out of 12
teams [if Heller's place
counted]," Metts said. "Heller
does not have his ·paperwork
processed yet from Valencia··
[Community College]," Metts
said. Heller, who transferred
from Indiana University, is ·
having trouble with transcripts getting processed from
VCC where he took some summer courses.
The North Florida Ospreys
dominated the Invitational in
both the men's and women's
divisions. UNF's Declan Doyle
won the men's 5-mile race in 25
minutes, 23 seconds. Teammate Yolli Casuys won the
women's 5Kin a time of18:20.
With the desire for a New
South Women's Athletic Con-

ference title, the Lady Knights
cruised to a fourth place finish .
Tracy Hart led the women
(21:38), with teammate Kelly
Burwash right behind with a
time of 21:45. Newcomer
Marri Reidel (22:35) filled the
number three slot.

UCFs Heller shredded the
5-mile coutse with a time of
26;09 and a fourth place finish
in a field of 100 runners. Mike
Bourque and Jay Getty paced
the men's team with times of
28:24 and 28:29 respectively.
Newcomer Steve Steffy finished third with a time of
30:03.
Due to ideal running condi- .
tions, several UCF runners
ran personal best times.
Breaking personal best times
forthemen were: Heller, Bourque, Getty, Steffy, Tom Hansing and Tom Davis. For the
women, Reidel and Barbara
Ziccordi ran personal bests.

Rudy changes strategy; wins soccer tournament
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

•
The men's soccer Knights (5-4) utilized a change in
tactics to sweep a doubleheader tournament over the
weekend with victories over Coastal Carolina, 3-1,
and Richmond, 1-0.
Coach Jim Rudy moved junior midfielder Ian Gill
to more of. an attacking position and moved senior
midfielder Tim Schmidt to more of a defensive position. Rudy also switched forward senior forward Paul
Innerarity to midfield.

Sun. Oct. 18th

Rudy said the changes were made because of poor southern region, came in as the favorite to win the
play at midfield and a knee injury to fresJ-iman for- tournament, held at UCF's St. Claire field.
ward Christian Rognaldsen, who is out for the sea"We used a low pressure defense until the ball got
son.
Rognaldsen is the third forward the Knights have to midfield," Rudy said. "Then we pressurized very
lost for the season bec.a use of a knee injury. Fresh- aggressively and counter- attacked and we caught
man Shawn Sprung and junior Mo Moghaddam are them away from their goal. They couldn't solve it."
also out with knee injuries.
Rudy started backup sophomore goalkeeper War"I think we'd have only two losses, maybe one, if we
ren Russ against Richmond. Russ made seven diving
still had those three," Rudy said.
The sweep gave the Knights their third straight stops and batted away two shots aimed for the upper
win and their first winning record ofthe season. Rudy post in preserving a shutout. "It's the best game I ever
said Coastal Carolina (6-4),- ranked eight in the played for UCF," Russ said.
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Gala Premiere Party
8 p.m. SCA ·
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Rock
8 p.m. SCA
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Sat. Oct. 24th

Fri. Oct. 23rd

Parade 12.noon

PEP RALLY &PARTY
8:00 p.m.

FOOTBALL GAME·
UCF

vs. NW MISSOURI State

Rosie O'Grady's
Orchid Garden

$3TICKETS
Wild Pizza - Main Desk
Kiosk
(Proper I.D. required to drink and student I.D. required to get
in with a $3 ticket) If you don't purchase a $3 ticket in advance
you will have to pay $8. 95 at the door.
PAC IS FUNDED THROUGH THE ACTIVITIESA~~ SERVl~S FEES. AS ALLOCATED BY THESTUDENT

2 p.m. Citrus Bowl
following the game
'

l

Air Supply Concert
??VE~NMENT OF THE UN.IVERSITY OF C ENTRAL FLORIDA
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by Scott Broden
"ASSL SPORTS EDrTOR

STATESBORO,. GA.UGFs 34-32 loss to two-time
Division I-AA national champions Georgia Southern ends
the rise to the top of its roller
coaster schedule.
The rest of th~ Knights'
schedule is a downhill ride
with just FloridaA&M on Nov.
14 competing in a higher division (I-AA).
UCF (2-2), ranked 8th in
Division II, is still in competition for the eight team playoff,
despite losing to a power in a
higher level.
"I don't think there was a
person in the stadium who
thought the better team won
today," UCF coach Gene
McDowell said. "Anybody
could have won. There were
two good football teams out
there today. They just had two
more points."
McDowell also said UCFs
chances of coasting to the playoffs are still strong, especially
after finishing the first four
.
games strong.
"I said at the beginning of
the season, jf we could win two
out of our first four; we would
have a chance for the Division
II playoffs," McDowell said.
"Obviousiy, we still have
that chance, but now we can't
afford to slip up on any of our
remaining games."
"There's no doubt that if we

want to win the national
championship, we cannot lose
again," senior quarterback
Darin Slack said.
With UCF down by - two
points with 2:32 left in the
game, Slack lined up in the
shotgun formation, stepped
forward to elude the Georgia
Southern pass rush, and then

"I don't think there
was a person in the
stadium who
thought the better
team won today."
· -Gene McDowell,
UCF coach
drilled the ball down the
middle of the field. Nickle back
Calvin Robinson picked it off,
ending for the second straight
week a UCF come-from-behind upset attempt.
Georgia Southern simply
ran down the clock after the
interception. It was deja vu for
the Knights, who lost the week
before on a drive-ending interception to Ea;:;tern Kentucky,
ranked 12th in Division I-AA.
"I'm not sure who he (Slack)
was throwing to because no
o_n e was there," Robinson said.
"I think a guy must have ran
the wrong route because there
wasn't a receiver there when

by Scott Broden
ASST . SPORTS EDffOR

There is a common thread running
through .Steve ·webster's football career, from .his days as a linebac~er at
Countryside High School to his present
position as a senior strong safety with
UCF: Webster is still a hard-hitting
tackler.
"I really love sticking people," Webster said.
Because of his hard tackling during
his senior year of high school, Webster
earned first team All-Sunco~st honors
in 1983. However, at 5-9, 200 pounds,
Webster lacked the size to earn a scholarship as a linebacker. .
So Webster accepted a non-scholarship offer from Nebraska-Wesleyan, an
NAIA Division II school, wl!ere he
earned All-Conference honors.
"It went really well, but I just
couldn't stay out there for four years,"
said Webster, who could only afford to
play for one year at out of state tuition
costs. So he returned to his home state
and enrolled at UCF.
"I thought I could walk on here and
earn a scholarship," Webster said. "I
wanted to play ·at a bigger school, but
not a major school because I would
have to wait so long to play.'"
Wanting to start as soon as he could,
Webster switched his position to strong
safety. "I was 200 pounds, and I decided
that was light for linebacker," Webster
said. "I felt like strong safety was my
natural position, so I got down to 1~0
and worked on my speed (4. 7 in the
40-yard dash)." ·
Webster had to settle for specialty
team play his first year at UCF. "It was
pretty rough at first. I had-to make a
name for myselfby having good tackles
and making good hits."

.i

he threw the ball."
Other than the interception, Slack played one of the
strongest games of his college
career, completing 24 of 57
passes for 315 yards and two
touchdowns. Slack also broke
his own record for pass attempts.
McDowell refused to let
Slack take the blame for the
game-ending interception.
The Knight offense lined up in
a no huddle shotgun formation
like it had much of the game at
the GSC 39-yard line: Eagle
defensive lineman James Carter applied pressure 'on Slack
from the outside, like he did
much of the game.
McDowell said he should
have told Slack to only throw
the ball to the outside, where it
is harder to intercept passes.
"It still boggles my mind why I
would allow us to throw an
interception," McDowell said.
"I should have insisted that
_ we throw outside where it
couldn't be picked off. .It was a
bad play that we should have
not been in at that stage of the
game. The thing in questipnwas not throwing the ball up
the middle, and it was my
fault. It was the turning point.
We were already in field goal
range. I should have· kept
tighter reigns .on the play."
Before the interception,
UCFs defense shut down the
Eagles at the 11-yard line on
three 'running plays. On all
three plays, UCF called a time

,,

Photo Courtesy of Mark Handcock, George-Anne Newspaper

This third quarter touchdown reception by tight end Don
Gra~son (#80) gave UCF a 26-25 lead over Georgia Southern

out, and GSC punted the ball
to their own 39. With all three
time outs used, the Robinson

interception was the last
chance the Knights had to win
the game.

II championship, and I think we can do
that," Webster said. "One other goal of
mine is to be an All-American this
year."
Webster helped out his chances
when he-picked off a pass against Elon
College at the UCF 5-yard line, preventing Elon from making a game ofit.
UCF won 34-10.
"We were in a zone coverage, and the
quarterback rolled to the right," Webster said. "He threw it back to the right,
and I steP,ped in front of it. One guy
stopped me, or I could have gone the
whole way."
If things work right for him, Webster
said he is interested in playing football ·
professionally, either in the NFL or the
Canadian Football League. .
-"I'd like to play for a team with a real ~
tough, aggressive defense, like the
Bears or the Giants," Webster said. "It
would be a great thing ifit happens, but ~
I want to get my degree and get a job
when I finish school."
Webster ls on schedule to graduate
in the spring of 1988 with a degree in
business management. "I probably
never would have gone to college if it
wasn't for football," Webster said. _-t>
"Playing football in college makes you
realize how important school is."
Webster has plans after he leaves
school. He said one day he would like to . J>
open his own business, possibly with
his father, Harry. It was his father who
. Photo Courtesy of lany Kinker, Sporfl Information
started Webster on football when he
Safety Steve Webster (#21) has delivered his share of hard shots this year.
was a boy.
"He never played all through high
After one year, Webster had earned said. "He's smart, he's tough ,and he's
school," Webster said. "He grew up poor
enough of a name to become a starter. consistently a good player for us."
"He's a student of the game," defen- in West Virginia and had· to work in- -"'
In 1986, he finished second in tackles
with 109, and earned the Most Im- sive coordinator Perry Moss _said. "He's stead." He said his father walked on to
proved Defensive Player award from always studying game films and trying the football squad at the -U niversity of
to improve his game."
Minnesota.
his teammates.
Webster now faces his final year of
"I still have more to reach for," Jj
"He worked his way from an unknown walk-on, to~ two-year starting collegiate football with UCF. "Our · Webster said. "Youcanalwaysstriveto
player for us," coach Gene McDowell number one goal is to win the Division get better."
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We Live in the Present
By the Past, but
for the.

Special Section
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Nineteen
ye.
o
rs
later
...
F.T.U. ???

Nin~teen years ago tomorrow, on
Oct. 7, 1968, this n~wspaper published its first issue.
The reason that we are celebrating our 19th anniversary is that
_ newspapers run a year ahead of
time. Unlike a people, who get labeled 1- year old after they have
completed a year, newspapers get
labeled 1 (as in Volume 1) from the
very start.
That's why this issue is labeled
Volume 20. So, in effect we are cele......,,,,. ... ... ,.,_ .....
brating the kick-off of our 20th year
:~: ':::~~.·:; ·:. .~: .~~=· ·
· of publishing.
The newspaper was small in
1968. In fact, it didn't even have a
•hllf-·W'•t •••·
~~;:~:~~::~~~~::'
......... ,_, ..............
name. What it did have was Florida
:r;~·~-;it'"·
~!::~:: : ~~ . :. :: ;~!
Technological University - the
::!~: ·~~,::::··-;:· .
state's newest institution of higher
Sc~~.~~.~!!
'.~.,~:~:.:~:~7.:; :.S:·
education. ·
~~;;r:;~~~~~;~~::~;::
For all of you new students, UCF
used
to be FTU. This is because the
...E::~:~:;!i~:::·.
,.., ,......, _. ... . ·:~~
...
:;-~.~' :::·:::: :::,
::;
: ~.f.1·~·! ,:"!; ;~::·;~.
. . .....
......,..., ......
university was originally in~nded
to be almost totally technical. In fact,
r•.,"""'' flr,
,..,,,_ .. ,, -,..... , • •,c,,. ...... ... , ,,...,,, . ...
early references often called it the
'Space University.'
To take our history lesson a bit
Page one of the first issue of the FuTUre. This
further,
have you ever thought that
was published Oct. 7, 1968 - even before it
The
Central
Florida Future is an odd
had a name.

FLORIDA TECH OPENS
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peek· at the past. UCF's· dedication

name for a newspaper? Well, you're
right.
In the first issue of this paper
there was a contest to give the publication a name. The winning entry
combined the school letters - FTU with the school motto - reach for the
stars. At that time, the paper was
quite simply·called FuTUre.
As the years passed, however,
FTU began to broaden its curriculum, and the term 'technological'
became questionable. More importantly,_the university w~s getting
together a football team and the
'Florida Technological Knights'
probably wouldn't have struck fear
into opponents' hearts.
That's why the name changed.
Many were considered including my
favorite, the UDiversity of Florida at
Orlando (UFO). What a way to keep
the space theme.
Eventually, FTU became the
University of Central Florida.
At first everyone knew why the
paper was called the FuTUre because they had been here when th~
college was FTU. But as time went
on and new students registered, that

'knowledge was quickly last.
So, in an attempt to keep up with
th.e university's progress, the paper
started looking into a name change.
Once again many names were considered, including The Central Florida Sun, The Weekly Sun, etc.
Bold changes they would have
been, but when all was said and
done, we decided to keep the old and
simply add the new: Thus, we simply
inserted the words 'Central Florida'
into the existing name, creating The
Central Florida Future ..
In this special section we've reprinted a couple of stories from our
very first issue. They're exact, so
don't blame us for the Writing.
The flag (FuTUre) is modeled to
look exactly as it did in 1968. The
page design is that of today.
We also took a look back, within
the realms of this week, to give you a
sampling of what went on during the
week of Oct. 7, 1968-1986. You'll find
that in 'Th~ Week in. Review.'
So browse a while and wonder as ·
we take a look at the past through
the eyes of the Future.
-Don Wittekind

~A

From Oct 7, 1968; Vol. I, No. I

FLORIDA TECH ,.QPENS

Two early views of
the Administration
building just -.. before and just after
its completion in
1968.

Projected Enrollment Figur~s Expected to be Met
FLORIDA -TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY held its
.. formal dedication ceremonies
this morning, with the charter
student enrollment expected
easily to reach the projected
first-year figure of 1,500.
Dedication of FTU, the
state's newest university, W;iS
.._ scheduled to take place at 9
a .m. behind the LibraryLearning Resources building.
Chester Ferguson, chairman ofthe Florida State Board
of Regents, was to make the
major address. Orlando's Dr.
.... Louis Murray, also a member
of the Board of Regents, was to
serve as master of ceremonies.
Ferguson, in remarks reported in more detail elsewhere, said iri' his prepared

text the opening of FTU would
have immeasurable impact on
the lives of the people of the
central Florida area "-not only
for this generation, but for all
· generations to come."
Yesterday an open house
was held at FTU from 2-5 p.m.
President Charles N. Millican
and his faculty and staff
· showed the public the first
phase of the 1227-acre campus.
.
More than $10 million in ·
buildings were completed . in
time for today's ope:Q.ing, and ·
these represent only about
one-fifth of the total plan for
the school, which is expected to
enroll 15,000 students within
SEE

FTU PAGE 3

FTU .expectations: no football, fOmo us oceanography.program
The following is a yearly round-up of the week of
Oct. 7 for the years 1968-1986 as seen on the pages of
the Central Florida Future.
1968: Top story: "Florida Tech Opens." Under the
- direction of President Charles N. Millican, Florida
Technological University opened its doors to 1,~00
students. Projections had the university servmg
'- 15,000 students b~. the year 1978. Other· news included the formation of Circle K, FTU's first club.
1969: Top story: "Double Enrollment For Second
Year." The Florida Board of Regents expected FTU to
l

: 1. ..

serve 2,936 students in its second year. According to said that the school would not get a football team in
the FuTUre, however, that number was nearer 4000. the next 15 years. Oops. In other news, Student rbe story also .estimated that by the year 1980 FTU Government's budget was set at $104,700.
1971: Top Story: "Tuition, Fee Hike Upheld by
would be serving 25,000 students. Other news included the start of FTU's basketball program under ' Mautz." Students who had already paid their tuition
argued that they should not have to pay the new
the direction of coach Gene Clark.
1970: Top Story: "Medium Anne Gehman's Tech price. They lost the argument.
1972: Top Story: "Mike Vaughn Fund Drive Under
Predictions Revealed." Medium Anne Gehman made
predictions on FTU's future during a faculty dinner. Way." The campus rallied around a student who
Gehman predicted that FTU would become nationSEE REVIEW PAGE 4
ally recognized in Oceanography and Nursing but

•
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Top left: An early stage of construction of Computer Center I. The building
was originally meant to be constructed as several pieces of a pie but
construction problems made that impossible.
Right: The Computer Center as it appeared soon after its completion. Of
course, Computer Center II is still missing, and there are virtually no trees, but
the building is the same. To really get a feel for the age of this photo,just walk
by the building and take a look anhe size .of those two trees today. ·
Above: Life in one of FTU's first dormitories. It hasn"t changed that much
over the years. Stepping back in time, notice the Simon and Garfunkel poster
in the background.

·•

.

An aerial view showing the first real construction work of FTU's 1,227 acre campus.site. This view faces north.

_.
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Across from UCF •Tel: 277-1454

FATAL ATTRACTION - R. 2:00-4:30-7:15-9:45 ·
THE PRINCIPAL - R 2:15-4:30-7:15-9:45.
HELLRAISER - R 2:20-4:15-6:20-8:20-10:20
STAKE OUT- R 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
PENETENTIARV Ill - R 2:10-4:15-6:30-8:30-10:25
THE OFFSPRING - R 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05

The meaning beh.ind Pegasus
From Oct 7, 1968; Vol. I, No. I

School Seal Explained

Pegasus, the winged
horse from Greek mythology, flying ever upward
towards the stars. This is
the focal point of the Florida Technological University seal.
In Greek mythology,
Pegasus was captured by
. ALL SEATS TODAY ONLY $1.00
the hero Bellerephon. He
~~~~~p~~~~----------~~~~~~· . ro~ilieMnpd~~into

TUESDAY is $1.00 DAV
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START THE SCHOOL YEAR RIGHT .
WITH EXECUTIVE TRAINING NOW!

~
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_ We're lookingfor
.

~~~

-

Nursing••• And .R'e-Medical
Stldents

·
To Begin With,

you could be eligible to eam a
two-year Air Force ROTC
scholarship and a commission BB a
second lieutenant In tlie United
States Air Force

-'

How?

You must have two full years of
undergraduate classes remaining as
of August 1988.

When Do I Apply? '
a

. .NOW! - for entry In August 1988.
We are currently seeking young
men and women majoring In
non-technical, sclentlftc,
technical, engtneertng, nursing or
pre-medical fields, or those who
qualify for pilot, navigator or
missile training. You must call
(305) 275-2264 for an
appointment to take the Air Force
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT).

When Will The Actual
Selections Be Made?
All categories will meet a
selection board thts fall and
winter.

What If I Don't Qualify
For A Scholarship?
Not everyone quallftes for a
scholarship. If you don't, you can
still compete for the Two-Year
Program and receive $100 per
month while enrolled.

_

If I Don't Apply Now,
Will I Have A Chance

Later?

It.takes 8-10 months to process the
application, so If you miss the
application period, It means you will
have to wait another full year to apply.

What If rm Not Sme Of
My Particular Situation,
But Am Interested?

Contact captain Willis at (305)
275-2264, or stop by our offices et the
University of Central Florlda Fine Arts
Building, Room 214 for mo~ details - without obligation.

.,..--------AIRi"ORCE-p
:~
ROTC .
• LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

battle ~dafter ~ning he
tried to fly Pegasus to
heaven. Bellerephon was
unseated and killed, but
Pegasus continued, ever
on ward. His fJ.ight is said to
be depicted as a constellation in the sky.
From Pegasus' flight ·
comes the challenge 'reach
for the stars.' The Pegasus
design was chosen because

of all the various seal designs considered over the
past few years, Pegasus
was the only one that so
completely spans the centuries; i~ is at least as old as
Asia Minor itself, from
which the myth of Pegasus
is believed to have originated; as futuristic as
tomorrow's spa<;e technology.
This generation has a .
rendezvous Mth space and
the.stars. We must set our
course and move forward.
What makes a man try for
the impossible? It's a touch
of the divine in-every one of
us. Therefore, our choice of
Pegasus was in keeping
with this goal.

FTU

and a computer center; a three-story science
building which has an adjoining auditorium
seating 300; the village center; and the
university's central utility plant. Two of the
ten years.
four residence halls are completed.
·
The completed structures include the fivePlans call ·for the university to expand to a
story Library-Learning Resources building, -full four-year university next year with baccawhich also houses the administration, faculty, laureate de ees offered in most areas.
FROM PAGE l
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Heaven Kno\Vs We Need Them Here.
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Pick up yours at the Student Government Kiosk.
StU.dent Government ... Students Serving Students.
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REVIEW
FROM PAGE l
found himself $60,000 in debt
because of medical problems.
In other news students were
told that they must walk their
bikes on the sidewalks. 1973: Top story: "Name
Change Here Again." After
letting the issue of a name
change for the university rest
over ,the summer, FTU President Charles Millican· reopened discussion in the first
week of classes. In other news
FTU suffered its first enrollment drop, down from 6,080 in
1972-'73 to 5,129 in 1973-'74.
1974: Top story: "Possible
Bus Cancellation." The bus
service that was initiated during FTU's Winter quarter to
help with th~ fuel shortage
was in danger of being
cancelled. In other news the
FI'U soccer team beat Florida
Southern College 9-0.
1975: Top Story: "No Parking Shortage: Officials." Don't
we hear that one? In advertising, Alafaya Trail apartments
were renting for $65 a month.
1976: Top Story: "Book store
Construction to Begin Near
FI'U." This was an off-campus
book store. In advertising, The
Pop Shoppe was big, boasting
five locations in Orlando.
1977: Top Story: "FTU
Crime Reduced one-third."
FI'U had only 4 7 reported
crimes in 1976-'77. In advertising, The Knight's Den, a
.restaurant located on campus,
was giving away Super Hero
glasses.
1978: Top Story:· "Library

hours." In other news, this was
the Future's 10th anniversary
issue.
1979: Top story: "Senate
Elections to begin next week."
In other news, to keep up with
FTU's name change to UCF,
radio station WFI'U became
WUCF.
1980: Top story: "Black football players boycott practice."
Black players- claimed that
football coach Don Jonas
would not give them a chance
to play. In editorial, parking
was the main grievance.
1981: Top story: "UCF dropout rate above natiOnal
average." In other news, the
Future asked for suggestions
for a new name. Nothing was
done in this area.
1982: Top story: "SG fears
money loss, cancels '83 yearbook." In sports, ultimate frisbee was gaining popularity.
1983: Top story: "Future
celebrates 15th anniversary."
In advertising, an AIDS discussion was held on campus.
1984: Top story: "Library
deals with vandalism, noise."
To relieve library problems,
study rooms were made avail· able for the first time.
1985: Top story: "Defense
money may come here." UCF
hoped to get millions of dollars
in laser research money.
1986: Top story: "Paperwork delays funds from
grants." Weeks into school,
thousands of students had not
received their pell grants. In
other news, the Beach Boys
were named to play at home- ·
coming.
The rest is the present.

ATTENTION:

PROGP./'.5S/VE #C/(

Winner of the Orlando
Battle of the Bands

TUESDAY
.QCTOBER6

UCFNEW
Needs Your Reporting_Skills

•

For more inf.ormation stop by lnstru.cUonal
Reso~ces or call Brendan Nelson@ 648-5153·

Thur. Oct. 8th 9pm
STEVEN SPIELBERG

Sat. Oct.10th 1&3 pm

8:.3 0pm - 11 :OOpm
in the
Wild Pizia I SAC
. t

PAC IS FUNDED TH1<9UGH THE ACTIVITIE$ AND SERVICES FEES. M3 ALLOCATED
BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
.
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Journalism Majors

SHOWING IN THE SA
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Sun. Oct . 11th 9pm
. PAC IS FUNDED THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES AND SERVIGS FEES. M3 ALLOCATED
~y THE ~Tl}DENT GOVE_RNMEN~ OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL F~ORIDA.

